Introduction
Insertion sequences (ISs) are widely distributed DNA transposons in prokaryotes. 1, 2 Although IS elements occasionally generate beneficial mutations, 3, 4 most are selectively neutral or deleterious for their hosts. 5, 6 The fitness of an IS element is intimately tied to that of its host, so ISs that insert into deleterious chromosomal locations will be costly for their hosts and thus will usually be eliminated from most populations. On the other hand, ISs that insert into selectively neutral locations have a greater chance of long-term survival. 6, 7 Intergenic IS elements are usually longer-lived and thus more prevalent than intragenic ISs, simply because they are less likely to disrupt host genes. 8, 9 However, not all intergenic regions in bacterial genomes are equivalent for IS occupancy; in many species, IS elements are much less common between divergently oriented genes (fg) (i.e., its neighbors are coded on the bottom [f] and top [g] DNA strands, respectively) than expected by chance, and much more common between convergently oriented genes (gf) than expected by chance. 10 These non-random distributions are likely due to differential selection imposed by the neighboring genes. 10 Specifically, because regulatory sequences (i.e., promoters, Shine-Dalgarno sequences, and transcription factor binding sites) are intergenic and upstream of genes, an IS inserting between: 1) fg oriented neighbors is potentially highly disruptive because the insertion site is upstream of both neighbors, possibly affecting the regulation of both genes, 2) tandemly oriented neighbors (gg or ff) is potentially moderately disruptive because the insertion site is upstream of only one neighbor, possibly affecting the regulation of only that gene, and 3) gf oriented neighbors will not disrupt either neighbor because the insertion site is downstream of both genes. Consequently, this differential selection pressure presumably leads to differential IS longevity and thus differential abundance in host genomes.
10
These non-random intergenic IS distributions are pervasive across the domain of Bacteria.
10 Because Archaea generally have similar chromosomal architectures to Bacteria (e.g., comparable regulatory regions upstream of genes and many polycistronic genes), we hypothesized that they too may exhibit non-random intergenic IS element distributions, with IS elements being most common between gf neighbors and least common between fg neighbors.
Results
We tested this hypothesis by analyzing the neighboring gene orientations (NGOs) (i.e., gg/ff, gf, or fg) for all intergenic IS elements in 155 fully sequenced archaeal genomes, then comparing these observed values to those expected under the null assumptions of random insertion and no natural selection (based on the premise that large and abundant NGO regions should receive more ISs than small and rare ones). Apart from five insertion sequences (iS) are common transposable elements in Archaea. intergenic iS elements are usually less harmful than intragenic iSs, simply because they are less likely to disrupt host gene function. However, because regulatory sequences are intergenic and upstream of genes, we hypothesized that not all intergenic regions are selectively equivalent for iS insertion. We tested this hypothesis by analyzing the distributions of intergenic iS elements within 155 fully sequenced archaeal genomes. of the 22 genomes with enough iS elements for statistical analysis, five have significantly fewer iSs between divergently oriented neighboring genes than expected by chance, and seven have significantly more iSs between convergently oriented genes. furthermore, of the 85 genomes with at least one expected iS within each of the three possible neighboring gene orientations (i.e., divergent, convergent, and tandem), 73 genomes have fewer iSs between divergently oriented genes than expected, and 60 have more iSs between convergently oriented genes than expected (both values deviate significantly from binomial probabilities of random distribution). We suspect that these non-random iS distributions are molded by natural selection resulting from differential disruption of neighboring gene regulation, and that this selective pressure has affected transposable element distributions in prokaryotes for billions of years.
genomes with non-standard annotations that precluded analysis, these 155 genomes constitute all completely sequenced and annotated RefSeq 11 archaeal genomes in the GenBank database (ncbi. nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/browse/) as of January 2014.
Of the 22 archaeal genomes with sufficient IS loads for χ 2 analysis, 12 nine (41%) have intergenic IS distributions that deviate significantly (P ≤ 0.05) from expectations ( Table 1) . Significant deviations occur in all three NGOs, but most prominently between gf and fg oriented genes: seven genomes exhibit a significant excess of ISs between gf oriented genes, and five exhibit a significant deficit of ISs between fg oriented genes ( Table 1) . These two striking patterns are even prevalent among the 13 genomes that do not deviate significantly from χ 2 expectations (Table 1) , as well as among the genomes with too few IS elements for χ 2 analysis (Table S1 ). Specifically, of the 85 archaeal genomes with ≥ 1 expected IS element in each NGO, 60 have more ISs between gf oriented genes than expected, and 73 have fewer ISs between fg oriented genes than expected. The binomial probabilities of having deviations this skewed just by chance are P = 9.3 × 10 −5 and P = 4.0 × 10 −12 , respectively.
Discussion
Intergenic IS elements are not randomly distributed in archaeal genomes. Namely, fewer IS elements reside between fg neighbors and more between gf neighbors than expected by chance. These deviations, which span genomes with relatively large (Table 1 ) and small (Table S1 ) quantities of IS elements, could result from either insertion bias (i.e., ISs preferentially inserting between gf and away from fg oriented genes), or from natural selection molding IS distributions after insertion. Although some IS elements do exhibit target sequence specificity, 1 this is an unlikely explanation for the pervasive and consistent biases that we observed across Archaea ( Table 1; Table S1 ) (see ref. 10). Instead, the most likely explanation is that natural selection molds IS distributions after they insert. In short, transposable elements that insert into locations that decrease host fitness will eventually be purged from most populations, while ISs that insert into relatively innocuous locations will have a greater chance of long-term survival. 7 Therefore, selection against deleterious IS genotypes will lead to a deficit of ISs in harmful locations and an excess in innocuous locations. 10 Since Archaea display a pervasive deficit of ISs between fg oriented genes and excess between gf genes ( Table 1; Table S1 ), these are apparently relatively harmful and innocuous locations for IS elements to reside, respectively. We suspect this is because ISs that insert between fg oriented genes have the potential to disrupt regulatory sequences of both genes, causing the most harm, while ISs that insert between gf oriented genes have little chance of disruption and are therefore more likely to persist within populations.
Interestingly, Bacteria exhibit the same biased distributions of intergenic IS elements as Archaea, although the biases are even more pronounced in Bacteria. 10 Specifically, of the genomes with enough IS elements for χ 2 analysis, nearly twice as many Bacteria as Archaea have significantly more ISs between gf oriented genes than expected (59% vs. 32%, respectively), as well as significantly fewer ISs between fg oriented genes than expected (40% vs. 23%, respectively) ( Table 2) . Therefore, if natural selection is indeed driving these biased IS distributions as we suggest, then selection must generally be more intense on intergenic IS elements in Bacteria than in Archaea. Because the efficacy of natural selection positively correlates to a population's effective size, 13 one possible explanation for this more intense selection in Bacteria may be that bacterial populations are generally larger than archaeal populations. Unfortunately, we have a poor understanding of the effective sizes of essentially every prokaryotic species, 14 so this is purely speculative. Another possible explanation for this differential selection intensity may be that intergenic IS elements are generally less deleterious to Archaea than Bacteria. Interestingly, in many archaeal genomes, only internal genes within operons have ShineDalgarno sequences; single genes and operon-leading genes often lack Shine-Dalgarno sequences, 15, 16 and instead apparently use the start codon as the primary signal for translation initiation. 17 These so-called leaderless genes also exist in some Bacteria, though much less commonly than in Archaea. 18 Therefore, at least as far as translation initiation is concerned, Archaea tend to have fewer regulatory sequences upstream of genes than do Bacteria, so the gg/ff and fg NGOs may be safer locations for IS occupancy, and thus more selectively equivalent (though not completely equivalent) to the gf NGO in Archaea.
Whatever the cause of this apparent differential selection between Archaea and Bacteria, these non-random distributions of intergenic IS elements (i.e., over-and under-abundance of ISs between gf and fg oriented neighbors, respectively) represent a remarkable genomic trend across all prokaryotes-and thus two of the three domains of life. Transposable elements are nearly universally distributed among all living organisms 19 and have probably existed for billions of years. 20 Therefore, these nonrandom IS distributions likely reflect an ancient selective pressure that has also persisted for billions of years, possibly even before Bacteria and Archaea diverged.
Materials and Methods
We first downloaded all protein coding sequences (CDS) for every RefSeq genome in GenBank. We then identified all chromosomal IS elements using the blastp program in the ISfinder database (https://www-is.biotoul.fr//), 21 considering all CDSs with a best blastp E value ≤ 10 −10 to be an IS element. 10, 22 Because we were only interested in intergenic IS elements that border two functional native genes, we took a relatively conservative approach when identifying intergenic IS elements (i.e., it is better to exclude some intergenic ISs than to include any intragenic ISs). Therefore, we eliminated all: 1) IS elements that neighbor a gene annotated as disrupted or partial, assuming that the gene was a NGos in bold contribute a significant excess of observed iSs to significant χ 2 deviations, and those in italics contribute a significant deficit of observed iSs.
b Asterisks indicate significant P values: *P ≤ 0.05, **P ≤ 0.01, ***P ≤ 0.001.
fragmented due to IS insertion, 2) ISs that neighbor a pseudogene, conservatively assuming that the gene was non-functional when the IS inserted, and as such the IS never neighbored two functional native genes, 3) ISs bordered by non-consecutively numbered, and therefore presumably non-neighboring genes (e.g., some may be neighbored by non-annotated gene remnants that deteriorated following IS insertion), and 4) ISs that neighbor a phage gene (see Table S2 for the number of IS elements eliminated for each reason in each genome). Also, we counted each intergenic region that harbors an IS element only once in the analysis, even if multiple IS elements reside in the same intergenic space.
For each genome, we calculated the observed number of intergenic IS elements residing within each of the three NGOs by analyzing the DNA strand on which each neighboring gene is coded (which is included in each GenBank CDS download). We then calculated the expected quantity of intergenic ISs within each NGO for each genome, based on the assumptions that IS insertion is random and that intergenic IS elements are not under selection. Since relatively large and abundant intergenic regions should receive more ISs than small, rare ones, we calculated the expected values individually for each genome using the product of 1) the mean intergenic distance between neighboring native archaeal genes in the three NGOs and 2) the global proportion of each native gene pair NGO. Finally, we assessed whether the observed quantities of intergenic IS elements within each NGO deviate from the expected quantities in each genome using a χ 2 goodness-of-fit test. We used an adjusted residual method to identify individual NGOs that contribute to each significant χ 2 deviation, and considered any adjusted residual with an absolute value > 2 to have made a significant contribution to the overall χ 2 deviation. 23 Because the assumptions of the χ 2 test are that no cell has an expected value < 1.0, and that ≤ 20% of cells have expected values < 5.0, 12 many archaeal genomes contain too few intergenic IS elements for χ 2 analysis. Despite this, we were able to combine all genomes that contain at least a minimal number of IS elements (we arbitrarily chose genomes with ≥ 1 expected IS element in each NGO) 10 in binomial analyses: if intergenic IS elements are indeed randomly distributed, then just by chance, 50% of analyzed genomes should have more ISs between gf oriented neighbors than expected (as calculated above), and 50% should have less (the same is true for fg oriented genes).
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